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ABSTRACT

varwnunai nodal transport methods are generalized for the treatment ol mutfigroup
c*iiiea!ity problems. The generation ol variations! response matrices is streamlined and
automated through the use ol symbolic manipulation. A new red black partitioned matrix
algorithm tor the solution of the within group equations is formulated and shown to be at
once both a regular matrix splitting and a synthetic acceleration method. The methods are
implemented in X-Y geometry as a modute of ttie Argonne National Laboratory code DIF3D.
For law group problems highly accurate f a eigenvalues are obtained with computing times
comparable to those of an existing inierface-current nodal transport method.

I INTRODUCTION

Nocfal transport methods based upon both interface curieni and discrete oidinale
formulations have gained widespread acceptance for use in muHicKmerisionaf neutron
transport calculations.13 A third formulation, ihe varialional nodal method, has some
commonality with interlace current formulation but differs in that it is a classical Rte
procedure based on the even-parity lorm of the transport equation.* Variations! nodal
methods have been shown » possess 9 number of attractive properties,'***' These include a
standard hierarchy of space-angle approximations, well behaved smalt mesh timits, and the
absence of both ray effects and artificial diagonal streaming depressions. Thus lac one-
group fixed source stand-alone codes have been employee! in X-Y geometry 10 demonstrate
these properties using P i , P3 and P^t j angular approximations, where me latter combines
Pg iiiira node approximations with Pt interlace coupling.

Our present objective is to produce computationally eflicient variational nodal
methods capable of treating multigioup crilicaUiy problems in Cartesian, ("angular and
hexagonal geometries. To this end, new modules are being developed tor the Argonne National
laboratory code O1F3O7 to incorporate variations! nodal capabilities. There ate two steps

-̂  --,?

in this procedure. First, for each geometry a generator must be written to evaluate tffe
response matrices which result from the variationaJ nodal )or/ms>alton. Second, new
within-group solutions algorithms musi be developed which are etleclive for tgrge-
dimenstonal response matrices of the variety emanating Irom the variaifonai derivation.

The first tasli is essentially complete for all ihree geometries in iwo and fhree
dimensions. As Sca led elsewhere,6 Ihe response matrix formulation requires the analytic
evaluation of a number of large arrays whose elements are mullidimenstonat integrals. By
hand. «h!s task approaches intractability. Therefore these cross-section independent arrays
have bean evaluated using the symbolic manipulator MACSYMA.8 Th# results are stored as
data statements to ihe FORTRAN generates which combine this problem-independent
information with cross sections and mesh data to produce the required response matrices.
This work represents our approach to the second task, mat of developing effective within-
group solution algorithms.

In what follows, a new partitioned matrix approach for the solution of the within-
group response matrix equations is presented. The resulting red-bladk algorithm Is shown
to be at once both a regular matrix spfiHmsjS and a synthetic acceleration method10 As a
testbed, several variants of the algorithm are implemented in X-Y geometry. Solutions of
muliigroup crrticality problems are presented, and the accuracy and computational
efficiency of variations! nodal methods are examined and compared both to an existing nodal
transport method and to reference discrete-ordinale solutions.

11 FORMULATION

To formulate the computational algorithms we begin with the focal within-group
response matrix equations which result Irom the variations! derivator*. Al each «oda the
response matrix equation takes the form

+Bs ( 1 )

where J and i are ihe vectors of outgoing and incoming partial cuftent moments al ihe node
interfaces, and the components of s represent the spatial moments of Ihe nodat group source.
Explicit representations of the associated matrices have been given elsewhere6

At each interface Jane! 1 may have ffal and linear spatial components, and Ihe
angutat flux variation is represented by one, two or lour angular basis functions for Pi,
P3, j and P3 approximations respectively. The spatial distribution of the even-parity flux
distribution is represented by a (mirth-order complete pc^nomtal in x and y, and the scalar
flux distribution to be represented in the form

where the components of t represent the polynomial coefficients of the scalar llux, and the
group source is written in conventional form. For purposes o( calculating the group scuice,
the full fourth order polynomial is not utilized. Rather a linear polynomial is used in
conjunction with flat interface approximations and a complete quadratic polynomial is
employed in conjunction with linear Interface appraximalforts.
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Unaccelerated within group calculations are performed by ordering the nodes and
carrying out conventional red-black sweeps of the spatial grid. The iterative algorithms are
most easily expressed in terms of a global response matrix equation assembled from nodal
contributions of Eq.(1) :

H R | J = q . ( 2 )

where | is the vector of partial current moments emanating from the globally numbered
nodes, q is the source corresponding to Bs in Eq.(1), and R is Ihe global array containing Ihe
nodal response matrices. Equation (2) may be written in red-black partitioned form by
expressing the partial current vector as

(3 )

and separaling Ihe conlribulions of the red and black nodes to the global response matrix
array

R = R, + Rb ,

where

and

0
0

R,b
0

Since with this ordering RD is a lower triangular matrix, Ihe standard red-black iteration
may be written as

II-

where / is the iteration index, and in the absence of acceleration

J ' - = r . ( 5 )

Matrix Partition In what follows we present a partitioning of Ihe response matrix which
leads lo an improved red-black algorithm. The structure ol the response matrix equations
coupled wilh the orthogonality of the partial current moments results in this single
algorithm being at the same time both an improved matrix splitting and a synthetic
acceleration method. We begin by partitioning the nodal response matrices given by Eq. (1)

ill [ Ru ««1 JiUB,l
R21 R 2 2 J I J 2 J IB 2 J ( 6 )
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where Ihe vectors Jt and Ji include only the flat contribution to the Pi angular basis
functions normal to Ihe surface. Thus these vectors have only one component per surface: all
other interface space-angle basis functions are included in J2 and 12.

Each iteration of Ihe partitioned algorithm consists of of two steps.
equation First, the

is solved to obtain an improved estimate ol it for all nodes. We shall refer to this as a quasi-
dillusion calculation since the unknowns are the spatially-averaged currents normal 10 the
interfaces. The values of J2 from Ihe preceding iteration are considered pan ol the source
term. Second, the updated values of the J< are utilized to perform a single red-black sweep
using the entire response matrix.

To demonstrate that this algorithm constitutes both a regular matrix splitting and a
synthetic acceleration method we must return to the global form ol the response matrix
equation given by Eq.(2'). We form a global vector of partial currents which is first
partitioned according to Eq.(3) and then divided into currents emanating from red and black
nodes. Thus we have

) =

Ji

j b

J2

a J
The corresponding global array of response matrices then has the form

0 Rri1 0 Rft

RM 0 Rbl
2 0

0 R'2
bi 0 R &

R&'i 0 R & 0

R =

Both the new matrix splitting and the synthetic method are based on defining a low-order
quasi diffusion operator which consists only of Ihe Hat normal Pi current components:

0 R',b, 0 0

Rbr, 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

Subtracting and adding R|_ to Ihe operator in Eq.(2), we have

| ! - R L - R + R i . ) j = q
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or equivalents

II - RL 1 j = q + I ( 7 )

SBlMofl - A 'egular splitting9 is obtained liom this expression simply by adding the
iteration index:

| | - R, | j ' ' ' = i | + | R Rt.lj'

The stralpgy is made more transparent by expressing this equation explicitly in the
partitioned lorm

i Jltf h W ° R'b2llj'2

and

iS Rfi o \[jt o o
In the first equation only the quasi dillusion operator must be inverted, while in the second,
the lower triangular matrix obviates inversion. In the Implementation of the algorithm, the
red black sweep of the second equation is replaced by that utilizing the entire response
matrix. This modification may be shown to have no etlecl provided the quasidilfusion
calculation is converged In that case the final red-black sweep will not change )t . and while

the values of rt may change slightly, this has no elfect on the values ol fi and J° which are
used to initiate the next iteration. II the quasi-ditfusion solution it not completely

converged, the inclusion of J'l andi i in the linal red-black sweep simply gives a slight
improvement in the convergence.

Synthetic Acceleration As in the splitting algorithm, our point ol departure lor synthetic

acceleration10 is Eq.(7). This time, however, we use it to replace Eq.(5) in obtaining J

from j :

fl - RL 1 j ' * 1 = q + I R - RLI j ' " . (8)

Tticn. using Eq (4) to eliminate q yields

j " 1 -• j ' ' 4 | | . R , . | l R , ( j ' - - j ' )

A more explicit lorm of the algorithm is obtained by writing the first two equation of Eq.(8)
in partitioned form
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I -R r | b i

R far f
II •

• I

nbr
R 1 2

f -r 1/ +] f 'frV +1 r .p 1/ -* 1

The corresponding equations for UzJ and UzJ are superfluous since Lm ' is not use

in Eqs.(4) or (8). and the taller leads only to the identity Uv * = ui f .

Ill RESULTS

The standard red-black matrix iteration based on the unpartilioned lorm of th
response matrix was first incorporated into the DIF3D code in X-Y geometry to examine Ih
accuracy of the nodal variational methods for criticality problems. Then the partillone
matrix formulation was implemented to examine its effects on computational efficiency. Th
first problem to be examined was a IAEA benchmark11 in which transport ellecls ai
negligible. The nodal diffusion results of the variational method were found to be In excellei
agreement with those ol the nodal method presently available In DIF3D. The two oth(
problems which have been examined have significant transport ellecls and therelore oiler
better comparison ol the accuracy ol the methods. The lirst is the two-group 9x9 mes
water reactor problem, consisting of a fuel region and a water hole. The problem, hereaftt
referred to as LWR, is specified by Wagner as problem 3 in rel.12. The second Is a thre
group 34x34 mesh representation ol the heterogeneous core last critical assembly1

ZPPR-13 /b-4 .

Accuracy Eigenvalue results lor the two problems are given in Table I and compared to Ihos
obtained lor the existing nodal option13 ol DIF3D and to published fine mesh S
calculat ions1 2 '1 3 , which are used as relerence values. Variational P i , P3,1 and P
( V P i , V P 3 i , VP3) methods are presented using both flat and linear approximations at Ih
interfaces. The spatial distribution of the even-parity flux within the node is represented t
a complete fourth-order polynomial, while the group source is approximated by a linear c
quadratic polynomial respectively when flat or linear interface approximations are usei
The existing nodal option of DIF3D was used in both diffusion (NPi) and transport (N T
approximations with both flat and quadratic representations of the transverse leakage terms

Ths Pi results, which underpredicl the eigenvalues, are in close agreement and do nc
warrant further comment. Significant differences exist, however lor the higher-ordt
transport approximations. Generally, the variational methods overpredict the the transpo
correction to the eigenvalue, while existing nodal methods underpredicl the correction. I
the variational method replacing flat with linear interlace approximations leads t
substantial improvements, while as previously observed, replacing Hat with quadrati
transverse leakage approximation in the existing nodal transport methods leads to a sligl
deterioration in accuracy. The linear P3 •) approximation ranges Irom being comparable t
somewhat less accurate than the existing nodal transport method for these partlcul;
problems. It should be noted in this regard that these problems to not contain the significar
diagonal streaming effects that led to the superior P31 results obtained In earlier lixei
source problems.6 Probably the most striking eigenvalue result Is the excellent agreemei
ol the linear P3 results with the fine mesh Ss relerence solutions.

Cornpulationql Efficiency Two forms of the partitioned matrix algorithm have bee
Implemented in DIF3D. Both solve the quasi-diHusion equation by applying N highl
vectorized red-black iterations. In perlorming the red black sweeps with the full respons
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matrices, however, two diflerent approaches are taken. In the first, all zeros and
symmetries in the response matrices are utilized to minimize the number ot floating point
operations; essentially scalar coding is thus obtained. In the second. Ihe response matrix
manipulations are vectorized to Ihe fullest extent possible, at Ihe expense ol doing some
additional floating point operations. Because of Ihe coding complexity, the scalar approach
has not been implemented for the P3 approximation.

The three-group 34x34 ZPPR problem has been used lo examine ihe computational
efficacy ol Ihe partilioned matrix algorithms. The cross sections for each of the three energy
groups have been used to compare conventionalty-delined9 asymptotic convergence rates.
The results are shown in Table II for Ihe linear P3 calculations. Here Ro represents Ihe
convergence rate ol standard red-black sweeps with unpartilioned response matrices; Rioo
represents the partitioned matrix convergence rate when each quasidilluston calculation is
lightly converged by performing 100 red-Mack subileralions. The rale R N is the partitioned
matrix result wher limited numbers of iterations are performed on the quasi-diffusion
operator. We choose these numbers simply by doubling the number of Inners specified by a
algorithm due to Lawrence13. resulting in 8.12. and 8 respectively for the three groups.
As indicated in Table II. the values ol Rioo and R N differ only slightly, while both represent
large increases over the unpartitioned algorithm value of Ro- Even with the Increased time
per iteration, .0378 sec. for R N as opposed to 0.0203 sec. for Ro. Ihe partitioned matrix
algorithm results in significantly shorter computing times.

For criticality problems we have implemented both standard and partitioned red-
black algorithms, utilizing both scalar and vector coding as described above. Alter some
empirical study, Ihe number of red biack sweeps in Ihe standard algorithm utilizing Ihe full
matrices was taken to be N, defined as twice Ihe number specified by Lawrence for the
existing nodal code. For the partilioned algorithm, each outer iteration consists of N red-
black sweeps lo converge Ihe quasi-diffusion calculation followed by a single sweep wiih the
full matrix.

Computing times on ihe Cray X-MP at Argonne National Laboratory are shown in
Table Ml. For comparison, resulls Irom the existing nodal diffusion and transport codes
using flat and quadratic transverse leakages are listed opposite to Ihe varialional Pi and
P3,1 results with flat and linear inlerface approximations, respectively. The computational
advantage gained through the use of the partitioned algorithm is apparent. The scalar
algorithms, in which the number of floating point operations Is minimized, are only
advantageous for the lower order calculations. For the P3,i linear and P3 (tat calculations.
Involving 16X16 response matrices, and particularly (or Ihe 32X32 response matrix of Ihe
P3 linear calculation, veclorlzalion of Ihe partitioned algorithm provides an overriding
advantage.

The lotal Iteration limes for the nodal varialional method are nominally less than
those lor Ihe existing nodal method. The most striking result is that with the partitioned
matrix algorithm ihe highly accurate linear P3 calculation requires only nominally more
computing time than Ihe existing nodal transport method. It should be noted thai Ihese
resulls are for unacceleraled outer Iterations, and while Ihe addition of acceleration
substantially reduces Ihe number of outer for existing nodal methods, only preliminary
resulls have thus far been obtained to Indicaie thai Ihe same will be Irue for ihe varialional
methods. Finally, there in an additional overhead In Ihe initial evaluation of the variational
response matrices which may by substantial for highly heterogeneous reactor cores where
many node types are required. For Ihe three group ZPPR problem, wilh 26 node types. Ihe
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S TP,°Te ma','iX 9enera l ion l ime w a s 2-0 sec. lor .he P3 linear approximation
Additional study may lurther reduce these limes.

DP Frn7! f .c lK«tI I I S ' J ^ WOfk W8S WP0™ in Pa" ^ Department ol Energy Cam
DE-FG07-88ER12810 and .n part by Argonne National Laboratory, where the frequent
counsel of K. Derstine was invaluable in code Implementation. »equem
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TAftLF. I

COMPARISON OF EIGENVALUE RESULTS

TABLE III

VARIATIONAL NODAL METHODS

COMPARISON OF CPU SEC.

Method
VP,
VP,
NPi
NPi

vPs.r
VPi i
VPj"
V P j

NTr
NTr
S 4

Ss

flat
linear
flat
quad
fiai
linear
flat
linear
flat
quad.

LWR
k-eff

0.89282

0.89256
0.89291
0.89270
0.90815
0.90358
090694
0.90122
0.89950
089930
0 90334
090172

%-dcv
-0.99
-102
-098
-1.00

+0.71
+0.21
+0.58
-0.06
-0.25
•0.27

+0.18
. . . .

k-eff
0.98435
0.98405
0.98433
0.98407
0.99621
0.99129
0.99487
0.98931
0.98842
0.98806
098957
0.98921

ZPPR
%-dev
-049
-0.52
-0.49
-0.52

+0.70
+0.21
+0.57
+0.01

-0.08
-0.12

+0.03

TABLE II

ASYMPTOTIC CONVERGENCE RATES

CP

1

2

3

RO

0.179

0.036

0.055

RlOO

0.320

0.425

0.342

RN

0.319

0.453

0.377
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total iteration time

time per outer iteration

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied., or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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